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Remark Objection Compliance against the objection

1 NRHM_IMR_4
8420

SMRUTI RANJAN PARHI REJECT The candidate has not submitted certificate for 
conrversion of CGPA to Percentage, as per terms and 
conditions of the advertisement. Hence, the application is 
liable for rejection.

Dear Sir, I sent you my MBA mark sheet via 
email(hrdnrhm@gmail.com) which showing 
conversion of CGPA to Percentage

As per the terms and conditions of 
advertisement at clause No-VI , the 
candidate has to submit the certificate for 
conversion of CGPA to percentage of 
marks with the application form at the 
time of applying. As the candidate has not 
submitted the conversion certificate, the 
application is rejected.

2 NRHM_IMR_4
8903

LAXMAN PARIDA REJECT The candidate has not submitted certificate for 
conrversion of CGPA to Percentage, as per terms and 
conditions of the advertisement. Hence, the application is 
liable for rejection.

Dear Sir, I hereby confirm and submit the certificate 
for conversion of percentage marks from CGPA. In 
the back side of my MBA marksheet it is clearly 
mentioned about conversion formula that is 
multiplying CGPA by 10. That scaned copy i mail 
today to the hrnrhm id. I have secured CGPA 6.13. 
So according to rules by multiplying 10 it becomes 
61.30 thereby i qualify. The original i will produce at 
the time of document verification. So kindly 
consider it please. Thanking you.

As per the terms and conditions of 
advertisement at clause No-VI , the 
candidate has to submit the certificate for 
conversion of CGPA to percentage of 
marks with the application form at the 
time of applying. As the candidate has not 
submitted the conversion certificate, the 
application is rejected.

3 NRHM_IMR_4
8137

PANKAJ KUMAR NAYAK REJECT The candidate has not submitted MBA 3rd Semester 
marksheet and provisional passed certificate, as per 
terms & condition of the advertisement. Hence, the 
application is liable for rejection.

Respected Sir, I have already submitted 3rd 
Semester Mark sheet of MBA and due to non 
receipt of Provisional MBA Certificate from the 
concerned university, so, i could not able to submit 
the Provisional Certificate of MBA. Hence, Once 
again I am sending MBA 3rd Semester marksheet 
and MBA Provisional Certificate with self attested 
on your Mail ID i.e. hrdnrhm@gmail.com. Kindly 
accept it.

The application form has been verified 
once again.The candidate has not 
submitted MBA 3rd semester marksheet 
and provisional certificate. As per the 
terms and conditions of advertisement at 
clause No-V , the candidate has to submit 
all  supporitve documents with the 
application form at the time of applying. 
As the candidate has not submitted the 
above documents ,the application is 
rejected.

4 NRHM_IMR_4
8056

SMRUTI RANJAN 
MOHANTY

SHORTLISTED I have no objection. __

5 NRHM_IMR_4
8462

SONIA PRIYADARSHINI 
SAHOO

REJECT As hardcopy of system generated application form along 
with other requisite enclosures has not been received 
within the last date for reciept of application , as per 
terms and conditions of the advertisement. The 
application is liable for rejection for not fulfilling the 
eligibility criteria.

Requesting you to allow me submitting all requisite 
directly at office. Please confirm so that I can 
proceed. I will be highly obliged.

As per the terms and conditions of 
advertisement at clause No-V , the 
candidate has to submit system 
generated application form with all  
supporitve documents at the time of 
applying. As the candidate has not 
submitted the above documents ,the 
application is rejected.

Compliance against  the objection received  for the post of Programme Associate IMR MMR



6 NRHM_IMR_4
8853

SATYASOME SWAIN REJECT The candidate has not submitted online application form 
along with other documents as per terms and conditions 
of the advertisement. Hence, the application is liable for 
rejection.

I apologize for the mistake sir.i've already submitted 
all the documents.perhaps that has missed.please 
give me a chance i'll submit the documents 
immediately.please meke me confirm.i'll wait for 
your response.

As per the terms and conditions of 
advertisement at clause No-V , the 
candidate has to submit system 
generated application form with all  
supporitve documents  at the time of 
applying. As the candidate has not 
submitted the system generated 
application form ,the application is 
rejected.

7 NRHM_IMR_4
8860

ANJALI PANDA REJECT The candidate has not submitted certificate for 
conrversion of CGPA to Percentage, as per terms and 
conditions of the advertisement. Hence, the application is 
liable for rejection.

RESPECTED MADAM/SIR, MY CGPA IN MBA IS 7.85 
OUT OF 10. AS PER BPUT CGPA GUIDELINES 
PERCENTAGE CAN BE CALCULATED AS (CGPA-
0.50)*10.SO MY PERCENTAGE IS 73.5 %. I HAVENT 
BEEN PROVIDED ANY CONVERSION CERTIFICATE 
FROM MY COLLEGE SO, I WILL BE SENDING YOU THE 
PDF NOTICE ( DOWNLOADED FROM BPUT WEBSITE 
DATED 16.05.2012) WITH MY MARKSHEET BY 
TOMORROW ITSELF TO YOUR OFFICE , 
HENCEFORTH YOU CAN VERIFY AGAIN. THANKYOU 
ANJALI PANDA 9090290090 
ANJALIPANDA03@GMAIL.COM

As per the terms and conditions of 
advertisement at clause No-VI , the 
candidate has to submit the certificate for 
conversion of CGPA to percentage of 
marks with the application form at the 
time of applying. As the candidate has not 
submitted the conversion certificate, the 
application is rejected.

8 NRHM_IMR_4
9007

BIJAYA KUMAR 
MAHAPATRO

REJECT The candidate has not submitted MSW passed certificate 
along with the application form, as per terms & 
conditions of the advertisement. Hence, the application is 
liable for rejection.

No. Its wrong statement because i have already 
submitted at the time of application submission. 
because it was already mentioned at the 2nd sheet 
of application form that, Submission of PG Degree 
Certificate & mark sheet. kindly consider my case 
because i am already submitted 2nos of mark sheet 
cum certificate related to PG Degree (MSW) but till 
now university was not provided the original 
certificate. Please consider my case because it a 
genuine case.

The application form has been verified 
once again.The candidate has not 
submitted MSW passed certificate with 
the application form. As per the terms 
and conditions of advertisement at clause 
No-V , the candidate has to submit all  
supporitve documents with the 
application form at the time of applying. 
As the candidate has not submitted MSW 
certificate ,the application is rejected.

9 NRHM_IMR_4
8136

LOPAMUDRA 
MOHAPATRA

REJECT The candidate has not submitted certificate for 
conrversion of CGPA to Percentage, as per terms and 
conditions of the advertisement. Hence, the application is 
liable for rejection.

have mentioned there 70%. As per the terms and conditions of 
advertisement at clause No-VI , the 
candidate has to submit the certificate for 
conversion of CGPA to percentage of 
marks with the application form at the 
time of applying. As the candidate has not 
submitted the conversion certificate, the 
application is rejected.



10 NRHM_IMR_4
8468

PRAJNA MISHRA The candidate is required to submit valid NOC from
the appointing authority (as per undertaking given)
by the date as mentioned in the notice through email
(hrdnrhm@gmail.com) failing which the application is
liable for rejection for not fulfilling the eligibility
criteria.

The candidate has submitted valid NOC 
from the appointing authority. Hence, the 
application is shortlisted.

11 NRHM_IMR_4
8693

HIMANSU SEKHAR 
BARIK

The candidate is required to submit valid NOC from
the appointing authority (as per undertaking given)
by the date as mentioned in the notice through email
(hrdnrhm@gmail.com) failing which the application is
liable for rejection for not fulfilling the eligibility
criteria.

The candidate has submitted valid NOC 
from the appointing authority.Hence, the 
application is shortlisted.


